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186-216-5-9
court, during any quarterly fiscal period beginning July l and

2£

2

during each succeeding quarterly fiscal period, and

3

witnesses before the grand jury� and of witnesses summoned to

4

appear before the state attorney with respect to any

5

investigation prior to an indictment being returned or

6

information being filed as a result of such investigation, and

13.2/7
l:lus
13.2/9

7

forward� such estimate to the Comptroller no later than

13.2/10

s

the date scheduled by the Comptroller. At the time of any

13.2/11

9

forwarding of such estimate, the clerk of said court shall

13.2/12

to

make his requisition upon the Comptroller for the amount of

13.2/13

such estimate, and the Comptroller may reduce the amount if in

13.2/15

11
12
13

14
15

his judgment the requisition is excessive.
Section 13.

Section 40.30, Florida Statutes, is

13.2/16

amended to read:
40.30

Requisition endorsed by Comptroller and

14.2

countersigned by Governor.--Upon receipt of such estimate and

14.2/1

17

the requisition from the clerk of the e4rett4� court or-�he

14.2/2

18

e¼erlt-oE--t1'te-eettney-eetti"e, the Comptroller shall endorse the

14.2/3

19

amount that he may deem necessary for the pay of seid jurors

16

21

eetti"es-end-w4-tnesses-be£epe--t1'te-gpend-;tti"y, which endorsement

and wit2esses during the quarterly fiscal period 4n-se4d

l:lus

22

shall be countersigned by the Governor, and the State

14.2/6

23

Comptroller ii"eestti"ei" shall transmit that amount by state

14.2/7

24

warrant to ,the clerk making such requisition.

20

25

26
27

Secti,on 14.

Section 40.31, Florida Statutes, is

14.2/5

14.2/8

amended to read:
◄0.31

Comptroller may apportion appropriation.--If the

15.2

28

Comptroller shall have reason to believe that the amount

29

appropriated by the Legislature is insufficient to meet the

15.2/1

30

expenses of jurors and witnesses during the remaining part of

l:lus

31

the state fiscal year 4n-e¼¼--the-eetti"-ts-ee-e1'te-neM�-eftstt4ng
12
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shall receive the compensation provided in this section for

only those days such juror actually attends court and not for

9.2/

,

jury service ettY¾n9-eft-eny-,�•Y at his own request shall not

9.2/

6

for attendance upon the court.

8

amended to read:

2
3

5

9

10

those days he remains on call.

be entitled to receive any compensation either for travel or
Section 10.

shall be imposed by the court to which the jury was summoned,

16
17

18

19

excuse, he shall pay a fine not exceeding

!!.Q!

11.2

11.2

11.2

and, in addition, such failure may be considere9 a contempt of

11.2

� eha¼¼-ee-pe¼f-¼ftee-ebe-ee•ner-••e••••Y•

Section ll. Subsection (3) is added to section 40.271,

11.2

Florida Statutes; to reads
40.271

(3)

12.0

Jury service.--

l1lu

Threats of dismissal from employment for any cause

to any person summoned for jury service in this state because

22

deemed a contempt of the court from which the summons issued.

:W

•ended to read:

23

11.2

$;19, which

20
21

11.2

person, duly •••wn-eftd su111111oned to attend as a juror in any

13

1s

9.2/

Failure of jurors to attend; penalty.--If any

40.27

court, shall!!.!! ftet¼••• to attend without any sufficient

1,

9.2/

Section 40.27, Florida Statutes, is

11

12

9.2/

Any juror who is excused from

of the nature or length of service upon such jury may be
Section 12. Section 40.29, Florida Statutes, is

I

i

12.0

12. 0.

26

40.29 Clerks to estillate •ount for pay of jurors and

witnesses and make requisition.--W¼eh¼ft-4-week•-f-_..e

13.2

27

enaefteemene-ef-efty-eer■-ef The clerk of the •••••¼• court er

i 13.2,
I

25

13.2,

u.2.

21

enney-ee•re in and for any county7-wbeeber-ebe-•--19e-e

30

shall make an estimate of the •ount necessary for the payment 113.2,
13.2,
by the state of jurors in the circuit court and the county

29
31

••t•¼er7-spee¾e¼7-er-u;evrne�-•er■7-ebe-e¼er�-eE-eveh-eevr•

11
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40.231

Jury pools.--When persons named in a jury

8.2

2

venire generated ¼sstted by the clerk eE-efte-eE-ehe-eeares

l:lus

3

eefte¼efted-ift-ST-48Tii are summoned to attend! ehee court as

8.2/2

,

jurors, they may be placed in a jury pool from which the

8.2/4

5

eirea¼e court may draw persons to serve ift-ehee-eettre as 1reftd

8.2/5

6

jurors er-pee¼e-;ttrersT-er-eeehT-eftd-Erem-wh¼eh-efty-eeher

7

ee�re-mefte¼efted-¼ft-sT-48Tii-mey-drew-persefts-ee-eerve-es-pee¼e

8.2/6

s

;�rers-ehere¼ft.

8.2/9

9

authorized by the court as an alternative to attending court,

8.2/11

10

list a telephone number with the clerk of the court to which

8.2/13

11

summoned, to be on call on an hour's notice.

8.2/14

12
13

14

15

Persons placed in said jury pool may, when

Section 9.

Section 40.24, Florida Statutes, is amended

8.2/15

to read:
40.24

Pay of jurors.--6reftd-eftd-pee¼e Jurors eE-ehe

re9a¼er-pefte¼-eftd-;�rers-e�m■efted-ee-eemp¼eee-e-;�ry-eEeer-ehe

9.2
9.2/2

16

re,�¼er-pefte¼-¼s-eHhe�seed-¼ft-e¼¼-ehe-eeares-eE-ehe-seeeeT-es

17

we¼¼-ee-;arere-s�mmefted-�poft-¼ft��eee-eE-ehe-deedT shall

18

receive

19

••-¼�aese-$¼8.

20

•efJ�¼er-peftei-¼e-eHhe�etee-eftd-whe-ere-ftoe-eeeepeed-eftd-ftoe

21

•�6¼red-eo-eerye-eft-ehe-;ary-ehe¼¼-reee¼ve-e0ffipeft&ee¼eft-ef

22

$¼8-per-d•YT-eftd A fractional part of a day shall be counted

23

as a day.

24

prov¼dedT-•¼¼-;�rere shall receive 14 cents per mile for.!!£!:!.

9.2/11

••ery mile necessarily traveled each day enroute ¼ft-9e¼ft9 to

1:lus

25

fil

for each day of active attendance upon the court
aarere-eam■efted-ee-eemp¼eee-e-pefte¼-eEeer-ehe

In addition, each juror ee-ehe-eompeftsee¼eft-e�e••

9.2/3
9.2/4
9.2/5
l:los
9.2/7
9.2/8
9.2/9

9.2/10

26

and returning from court by the nearest practicable route.

9.2/15

27

Any juror a�rere who attends eeeeftd on any of the days oE-ehe

9.2/17

28

t1er11 when the presiding judge is absent or, being present,

9.2/19

29

does not hold the session of the court shall be entitled to

9.2/20

30

receive the same compensation as if the court were in session.

31

A juror who elects to be on call as provided in •• 40.231
10
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(5)
2
3
4

5

Nothing herein shall be construed as requiring

uniform equipment or methods throughout the state,
Section 7.

Section 40.23, Florida Statutes, is amended

to read:

40.23

fil

Summoning peeie jurors.--

6.2
6.2
6.2
7.2

The clerk of the court shall generate a venire as

7.2

7

prescribed in s. 40.221, and &fter4!! shall summon the persons

7.2

8

named in such venire to attend atteh court as pee4e jurors at

9

least 7 days previous to the sitting of such court, by mailing

7.2

10

�e,4aeer4ft! to each person so named in the venire a written

7,2

11

notice, addressed to his place of residence, and placing such

7.2.

12

notice in the United States mail with sufficient postage to

13

carry the same.

14

summoned with less than 14 days• notice.

15

an approved computerized jury selection system, the chief

16

judge may designate the court administrator to perform the

17

du'ties set forth in this section, the provisions of any

18

special law or general law of local application to the

7.2,

19

contrary notwithstanding.

1: 1,

20

-ft¼-e-eeftffwiae-d4reeeed-by-�e-eo-reT--£i-oefterw4ee-d4r.,eeed

7.2,

2J

by-�e-ee�re7-ehen-ehe-eher4ff-ehe¼¼-e�llllfteft-a�en-;-rere-ift-efte

7.2,

22.

aeftfter-d¼reeeed7-me�ift9-ehe-eue-ree-rfteb¼e-ea-d4reeeed-by-ehe

23

ee�rey--Hewe¥er7-4ft-eel:tfte¼ea-wn¼eh-�ee-e¼eeeren4e-deee

7. 2,

24

preeeee¾n9-��ipaefte-for-p-rpeeee-ef-prepereeieft-ei-;�ry

7.2,

25

¼4eee7-ehe-ee�ney-eemmieeieft-er-;�ry-eoMMiee¼eft-ef-efty-s�eft

7.2,

211

ee�ftey7-es-ene-eeee-•ey-be7-&fte¼¼-be-e�eher¼eed-eo-periorm-ehe

27

•-eiee-of-ehe-eher¾ff-ee-ebo•e-epee¼f¼ed-¼fte�ier-•e-*h•

6

18
29

30

Upon order of the court, jurors may be
In counties having

eftd-wieh-ree�rn-reeeipe-re�tteaeed7

8ttlllllloft¼ft9-oi-pee4e-;�re�e-¼a-eofteernedT
Section 8.

Section 40.231, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

31
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2
3

� 49Ti��

method.--

Drawing jury venire; alternative

(1) Whenever a majority of the judges authorized to

l:lus
6,0/1

4

conduct jury trials in a-county consents, the names of

6.3

6

into a mechanical, electronic, or electrical device and drawn

6.5

s

s

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

- 18

19

�

prospective jurors and other data pertinent thereto may be fed
therefrom as an alternative to other methods authorized by law
for obtaining jury venires, if such drawing is by lot and at
random and is approved by the Supreme Court as hereinafter

provided.

(2) When a majority of the trial judges authorizes the

alternative method of drawing a jury venire as provided in

subsection (1), the.£!!..!!! presiding judge of the judicial
circuit in which the county is located shall make a

certificate to that effect and transmit the same to the Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court together with a description of
the equipment, methods and mode of operation to be used.

(3) The Chief Justice shall cause the certificate and

data accompanying it to be presented to the Justices of the

Supreme Court.

If the court finds that the proposed method

6.4

6,6

6,7
6.7

6,7/2

6,7/3
6.7/4

6.7/5

6,13

6,15

6.17

will produce venires selected by lot and at random, is in

23

selection, and is otherwise feasible and practicable, an order

6.18

alternative method so approved may be used in the county so

6.22

24
�

26
27

compliance with all constitutional requirements of jury
of approval of same shall be made and filed.

Thereafter the

authorized.

(4) The.£!!..!!! presiding judge of the judicial circuit

28

in which the county is located Shall supervise the use of such

30

order of the Supreme Court.

29

alternative method whenever approval of same has been made by

31
8
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t

6,12

21

22

41

6.21

6.22

6,22/lt

6.22/2

186-216-S-9
(3)

2

The jury service of any person who has been

summoned may be ,eostponed for a eeriod not to exceed 6 months

3 ueon written or oral reguest.
4

The reguest may specify a date

or period of time to which service is to be postponed and ! if

4,0/�
4,0/i

5 so, shall be 9iven consideration when the assignment of the

4.0/8

7 •h•**-ee-eweMpe-freffl-;�•r-d�ey7-eftd-e-pres½d½ft9-;�e,e-Mey7-ift

4.0/1

6 postponed date of jury service is made.

Preee½e½ft9-eeeerfteys

a h½e-e½eereeieft7-9refte-eft-eMefflpe½eft-ee-efty-preee½e½ftf
9 phys½e½eft..-

Sections.

10

11
12
13

14
15

Section 40.36, Florida Statutes, is

transferred to section 40.221, Florida Statutes, and amended
to

18

4,0/l

read:

(Substantial rewording of section.

a, 40,36 1 P,s., for present text.)

See

40,221 Drawing jury venire,--A clerk of the court

16 under supervision of a judge of any court of record shall
17

4,0/1

4,0/1

l:lus

4,0/1·

4.0/1.

randomly select from the jury list such number of persons as
he deems necessary or expedient for a jury venire, to be

19 returnable at such time as the judge shall specify, from which
20

such venire or venires any jury may be organized, including a

2\ grand jury when drawn by or upon order of a judge of the

22 circuit court,
23

a secure place,

The clerk of the court shall keep the list in
The chief judge may designate the court

24 administrator to perform the duties set forth in this section
25 in counties having an approved computerized jury selection

26 system, the provisions of any special law or general law of
27
28

local application to the contrary notwithstanding, '
Section 6,

Section 40,371, Florida Statutes, is

29 transferred to section 40,225, Florida Statutes, and amended

30 to read:
31

7
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4.0/1'

5.2
5.3
5,4
5,5
5,5

5,6

186-216-5-9
2

3

4

5

6

8

9

11

10

12
13

14
15

17

16

18
19
20

22
21

selected shall be ascertained to be disqualified or

incompetent to serve as a juror, such disqualification shall

3.2/30

person ascertained to be disqualified to serve as a juror,

3,2/32

not affect the legality of such list or be cause of challenge

to the array of any jury chosen from such lists, but any

shall b� subject to challenge for cause, as defined by law.

The lists, although they may be defective or irregular in form

or other formal requirement, or in the number or qualification

of the person so named, shall be the lists from which the
names of persons for jury service are to be drawn as
prescribed by law.

The clerk of the court shall be responsible for

preserving the security of the jury lists.
(2)

The chief judge may designate the court

administrator to perform the duties set forth in this section,
(3)

in counties having an approved computerized jury selection

system, the provisions of any special law or general law of

local application to the contrary notwithstanding.
Section 4,

to read:

40,08

Section 40,08, Florida Statutes, is amended

Persons excused eKemp� from jury dutyL

postponements.--

30

from jury service,

29
31

3,2/37

3,2/38

3,2/40

3,2/40
4.0/1

A person who has served as a juror in. any court in ! 4,0/3

this state within 3 years of the first day of January in the

28

3.2/36

(2 )

27

26

3,2/34

A person may be excused from jury service upon a

showing of hardship, extreme inconvenience, or public

25

3.2/33

(1)

24
23

3,2/t

necessity.

calendar year for which he is being considered may, upon

submission of a sworn affadavit to that effect, be excused

COOING: Words in ..-Jo tlt-,lo type ore cleletions from existin9 low; words underlined ore additions,

6

4,0/2

I
14,04

186-216-5-9

2
3

4

5

authorized to create a jury district for each court house

3.2/8

presently provided by law.

3.2/10

location from which jury lists shall be selected in the manner
Section 3.

to read:

(Substantial rewording of section.

6

s. 40.02, F.s. for present text.)

7

40.02

8

9

lO
l1

Section 40.02, Florida Statutes, is amended

(1)

See

Selection of jury lists.--

The chief judge of each circuit, or a circuit

judge in each county within the circuit who is designated by

3.2/11
l:lus

3,2/11

3,2/13
3,2/14

January of each year or as soon thereafter as practicable.

3.2/15

each county within the circuit during the first week of

14

The chief judge or his designee shall direct the clerk of the

16

addresses from the list of persons who are qualified to serve

15

3.2/10

the chief judge, shall request the selection of a jury list in

12

13

3.2/9

court to randomly select a sufficient number of names with the

3,2/16
3.2/17

17

as jurors under the provisions of s. 40,01, and to generate a

3.2/18

19

list shall be signed and verified by the clerk of the court as

3,2/19

21

county to which he has been assigned may request additional

23

exhausted.

18

20

22

1 ist of not less than 250 persons to serve as jurors, which

having been selected as aforesaid.

A circuit judge in a

jury lists as necessary to prevent the jury list from becoming
When the annual jury list is prepared pursuant to

24

the request of a chief judge or his designee, the lists

26

use.

25
27

prepared the previous year shall be withdrawn from further

If, notwithstanding this provision, some names are not

withdrawn, such error or irregularity shall not invalidate any
subequent proceeding or jury.

The fact that any person so

28
29

selected had been on a former jury list or had served as a

31

challenge of such person as a juror.

30

juror in any court at any time shall not be grounds for
If any person so

5
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3.2/20

3,2/21

3,2/22
3.2/23

3,2/24
3,2/26
3,2/28
3,2/29
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l:los

4
l:los

5

eettrt7-ee-be-kepe-eegeeher-dttf4ng-ehe-eendttee-ef-e-er4a¼7-ef
7

wh4¼e-eens4der4ng-ehe4r-verd4ee7-ef-whenever-by-erder-e£-eettre

2.25
2.26

8
9

2.24

and-fese-reem-£ae4¼4e4es-sha¼¼-be-prev4ded-£ef-;ttfefs-e£

10

d4££efefte-seMes 7-eftd-ttftder-eeneemp¼ae4eft-e£-¼aw-;ttfefs-sha¼¼

2.27

11

be-deemed-ee-have-beeft-kepe-eegeeher-whefte¥er-ehe-;ttrers-e£

2.28

12

d4££efene-seMes-eeettpy-ehe-eeeemmedee4efts-pfevided-£ef-ehe4r

2.29

14

�6t--Whenever-£eme¼e-persens-efe-s4ee4ng-eft-afty-;ttry 7

2.29/1
2.29/2

15

and-4e-beeemes-neeessafy-ehae-se4e-;ttfers-be-eemm4eeed-ee-ehe

16

ehefge-e£-en-e££4eef7-e-£eme¼e-ba4¼4f£-er-depttey-shef4££-sha¼¼

17

be-prev4ded-ee-aeeend-sa4d-;ttfy-4n-eddie4en-ee-ehe-ma¼e

2.29/3

18

e££4eer-ee-whem-stteh-;ttr4es-efe-ettseemer4¼y-eemm4eeed7-aftd-e¼¼

2.29/4

19

eM4se4ng-¼aws-re¼ee4ng-ee-ehe-pewers7-dtte4es-aftd-eb¼4gae4ens

2.29/5

20
22
23

ef-stteh-ma¼e-eff4eer-sha¼¼-app¼y-w4eh-¼4ke-feree-and-effeee-ee
2.29/6
Section 2.
40.015

25

(1)

27
28
29
30
31

2.29/6

Statutes, is amended to read:

24

26

Subsection (1) of section 40.015, Florida

Jury districts; counties exceeding 50,000.--

In any county having a population exceeding 50,000

3.2
3.2/2

according to the last preceding decennial eeeee-er-federa¼
census and one or more locations in addition to the county

3.2/3

seat at which the county or circuit court sits and holds jury

3.2/.

trials, the chief judge, with the approval Beard-ef-Gettney

3.2/,

Gemm4ss4eners7-ttpen-ehe-re�ttese of a majority of the circuit

3.2/6

court judges of the circuit 4n-wh4eh-ehe-eettney-4e-¼eeaeed, is

3.2/7

4
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40,01
2
3

Qualifications and disqualifications of

2.3

jurors.-(1)

Grend-end-petit Jurors shall be taken from the

2.3/1

4

male and female persons at least 18 years of age, who are

2.3/2

5

citizens of this state end-whe-heve-reaided-in-this-stete-ter

2.3/3

6

¼-yeer-end-in-their-respeetive-ee11ntiea-ter-6-menths7 and who

2.3/4

7

are registered t11¼¼y-�11e¼itied electors of their respective

8

counties�-newever7--peeteftt-methera-end-methers-with-ehi¼dren

2,3/5

9

11nder-¼i-yeera-et-e,e7-1tpeft-their-r�11eat7-ahe¼¼-be-e•e•pted

2,3/6

10

Erem-,rend-end-peUt-;11ry-d11ty,

II

(2)

2.3/7

2.3/7

No person who is under prosecution for any crime,

12

except criminal traffic violations, or who shall have been

2,3/8

13

convicted of bribery, forgery, perjury, or larceny within this

2.3/9

1,

state or under the laws of any other state, government or

2.3/10

15

country, or who shall have been convicted within this state of

16

a felony, or under the laws of any other state, government or

2.3/11

17

country of a crime which, if committed within this state,

2.3/12

18

would be a felony, shall be qualified to serve as a juror

2.3/13

19
20

unless restored to civil rights.
(3)

2.3/13

No person interested in any issue to be tried

21

therein shall be a juror in any c9use; but no person shall be

22

disqualified from sitting in the trial of any suit in which

23

the state or any county or municipal corporation is a party by

24

2.3/14
2.3/15

reason of the fact that such person is a resident or taxpayer

25

within the state, or such county or municipal corporation.

26

the-ae¼eetien-et-;11ry-¼iata-en¼y-a11eh-peraena-es-the-se¼eetiftt \ 2.3/17

�ft

:

2.3/16
2.3/18

28

eitieens-et-eppreved-inte,r¼ty7-,eed-ehereeter7-ae11ne-;11e,ment

2.3/19

29

end-inte¼¼igeftee7-eftd-whe-ere-ftet-phyaiee¼¼y-er-■eftte¼¼y

2.3/20

30

inEtt■7-she¼¼-ee-se¼eeted-ter-;11ry-d11tyT

31

3
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and 40.13, Florida Statutes, and ss. 40.10 and
2

40.11, Florida Statues, relating to jury

3

commissioners, repealing s. 40.101, Florida

4

Statutes, relating to means of gathering

s

information concerning prospective jurors;

6

repealing s. 40.20, Florida Statutes, relating

7

to procedures to be followed if there is a

8

deficiency of jurors; repealing s. 40.22,

9

Florida Statutes, relating to issuance of

10

relating to pay of jurors in vacation;

12

repealing s. 40.28, Florida Statutes, relating

13

to penalty for failure to draw or summon

14

jurors, transferring and amending s. 40.36,

15

Florida Statutes, relating to drawing of petit

16

and grand jury venire; transferring and

17

amending s. 40.371, Florida Statutes,

18

prescribing alternative selection method for

19

drawing venire1 repealing s. 40.39, Florida

20

Statutes, relating to duties of clerk of court,
repealing s. 40.40, Florida Statutes, relating

22

to the drawing of grand jurors; repealing ss.

23

40.42 and 40.43, Florida Statutes, which relate

24
2S
26
27
28
29

30
31

1.5/13

1.5/14

venire, repealing s. 40.25, Florida Statutes,

11

21

1. 5/11

1.5/15

1.5/16

1.5/17

1.5/18
1.5/19

to deficiency, or excess in jury box,
omissions, etc., providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Section 40.01, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
2
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40.27, 40.29-40.35, 905.01(1) and 905.37(3),

Florida Statutes, and adding a subsection to s.

40.271, Florida Statutes, prescribing

procedures for the creation of jury districts;
prescribing procedures for the selection and

10

u"'

'jr

40.015(1), 40.02, 40.08, 40.23, 40.231, 40.24,

qualifications for jurors; prescribing

8

� 5.

C\I.C

An act relating to juries, amending ss. 40.01,

16

17
18
19

security of jury lists; prescribing procedures

for court administrator to perform certain

duties; providing for certain persons to be
excused or postponed from jury service;

prescribing procedures for su111111oning jurors,

providing for jury pools; providing for payment

of jurors summoned; providing for penalties,
prescribing procedures for the estimation,

requisition, apportionment, and disbursement of
state funds for the payment of jurors and

certain witnesses, prescribing procedures for

.,.. C

21

il

accounting for such payments, providing for the

22

procurement of ·a grand jury; prescribing

...."' ,_

-(= .e 23
24
25
26

qualifications for grand jurors; repealing ss.

40.03, 40.04, 40.05, Florida Statutes, relating
to selection of jury lists; repealing s. 40.06,

Florida Statutes, relating to the transcription

27

and preservation of jury lists; repealing s.

28

40.061, Florida Statutes, requiring the

29

addresses of persons on jury lists, repealing

30

s. 40.07, Florida Statutes, relating to

31

disqualification of jurors; repealing ss. 40.09
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eefms-eE-ehe-eire�ie-ee�re-er-ee�ftey-ee�re, he may apportion

15.

2

the money in the treasury for that purpose among the several

15.

3

counties, basing such apportionment upon the amount expended

4

for the payment of jurors and witnesses in each county during

15.

5

the prior fiscal year at the last regular term of said courts.

15.

6

In such case the State Comptroller �rees�rer shall remit only

15.

7

the amount so apportioned to each county, and when the amount

15.

8

so apportioned is insufficient to pay in full all the jurors

15.

9

and witnesses during a quarterly fiscal period ee-efty-eefm-eE

10

ehe-seid-ee�fe, the clerk of the eire�ie court er-ehe-e¼er�-eE

15.

11

ehe-ee�ftey-ee�re shall apportion the money received by him pro

15.

12

rata among the jurors and witnesses entitled to pay ee-s�eh

13

eerm, and shall give to each juror or witness a certificate of

15.

14

the amount of compensation still due, which certificate shall

15.

15

be held by the Comptroller as other demands against the state.
Section 40.32, Florida Statutes, is

15.

Clerks to disburse money.--All moneys drawn from

16.

19

the treasury under the provisions of this chapter by the clerk

16.

20

of the eire�ie-ee�re-er-ehe-e¼er�-eE-ehe-ee�ftey court shall be

16.

22

payment of

16

17
18

21

Section 15.
amended to read:
40.32

disbursed by the clerk of the seid court as far as needed in

16.

jurors and witnesses for the legal compensation

23

for service during the quarterly fiscal period ee-ehe-eerm-eE

24

ehe-ee�re for which said moneys were drawn and for no other

25

purposes.

Jurors and witnesses shall be paid by the

16.

26

eppreprieee clerk of the court either in cash es-ftew-permieeed

16.

27

�ftder-ehis-ehepeer or by warrant within 10 days of completion

�

of jury service or of completion of service as a witness.

16.

29

Whenever the clerk of the court pays a juror or witness by

16.

30

cash, said juror or witness shall sign the payroll in the

16.

31

presence of the clerk, a deputy clerk, or some other person
13
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designated by the clerk.

Whenever the clerk pays a juror ll

2

witness by warrant he shall endorse on the payroll opposite

4

giving the number and date of the warrant.

3

the jaror's or witness' name the words "Paid by warrant"

s

ee41-■ofteys-•e•eift-4n-ehe-hende-ef-ee4d-e¼et'lte-�fteMpended

7

peyre¼¼-et-efty-eerm-ef-the-e4re�¼t-ee�rt-er-eo�n•r-e•�••T•the

6

Sho�¼d-efty-of-the

efte•-ehe-peymeftt-of-e¼¼-ef-••*•-;�••••-preper¼y-en-the

j 16.2/16
!16.2/17
l:los

, 16.2/20

16.2/21

a

e¼e•h-ef-eny-e¥eh-••�•t-ehe¼¼-�renem¼t-the-ee•e-te-the

16.2/22

10

ee¥PtT-efte-¥peft-fe4¼¥•e-ee-de-ee-she¼¼-ee-e¥epeftded-from

16.2/24

12

�e41¼e¼et¥•e-wheft-the-6e•e•fter-she¼¼-feport-h¼s-eet¼eft-te-the

9

11

14

eeapero¼¼er-w¼eh¼ft-¼9-deye-efte•--l!fte-edto�rftffleftt-ef-•�eh

eff¼ee-ey-ehe-6e¥erfter-�nt¼¼-ehe-neMt-•eet¼ftg-oE-the

Section 16.

Section 40.33, Florida Statutes, is

1s

amended to read:

17

jurors and witnesses during a quarterly fiscal period exceeds

16

40.33

Deficiency.--!£. Sho¥¼d the compensation of

16.2/23

16.2/25

16.2/26
16.2/27
17.2

17.2/1

18

ee-eny-eerm-e!-ehe-e¼re¥¼t-eo¥rt-er-ee¥nty-ee¥rt-eMeeee the

17.2/2

20

insufficient to pay in full the jurors and witnesses, the

17.2/4

22

Comptroller for the amount necessary to pay such default and

17.2/6

2-t

� in the same manner as the original requisition or order. 17.2/7

26

amended to read:

28

(1)

19
21

23

2S
27

29

30
31

amount estimated by the clerk of the court and therefore.!!. ee 17.2/3

clerk of the court shall make his further requisition upon the 17.2/5
the amount required shall be transmitted to the clerk�
Section 17.

Section 40.34, Florida Statutes, is

40.34 Clerks to make triplicate payroll.--

The clerk of the court e¼erhe-ef-ehe-ee¥ere¼

••-•••-ef-reeerf-¼n-eh¼e-etete-wheee-;¥••••-••e-pe¼d-fre•

••••e-f¥ndeT-end-wheee-w¼tneeees-eefere-the-grend-;¥ry-er

preeee¥t¼ng-etterftey-ere-pe¼d-from-•tete-f¥ndeT shall make out

14
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a payroll in triplicate for the payment of jurors and
2

3

1

witnesses, which payroll shall contain:
{a)

The name of each juror and witness, entitled to be

1

4

paid with state fundsr-wl,o-eeeeP1ded-eP1y-sess-ieP1-e£-stteh-eettt'er 1 1

5

ot'-eppeet"ed-eeEot'e-ehe-gt'el'ld-;ttt'y-ot"-eeEot"e-ehe-proseetteil'lg

6

eeeorl'leyi
(b)

s
9
10
11
12

The number of days for which such jurors end

witnesses are entitled to be paid Eori
{c)

The number of miles traveled by eachi and

{d)

The total compensation each such juror or witness

is entitled to receive.
(2)

The form of such payroll shall be prescribed by

13

the State Comptroller.

Seeh-;ttror-el'ld-wiel'less-pe¼d-¼1'1-eesh-ey

1

14

ehe-e¼erk-she¼¼-sigP1-ehe-peyro¼¼-il'l-ehe-preseP1ee-0£-ehe-e¼erk r

11

15

e-depttey-e¼et'k-ot"-90ffle-oeher-persoP1-desigP1eeed-ey-ehe-e¼erkT

11

16

Whel'le¥er-ehe-e¼erk-peys-e-;ttt'or-or-w¼eP1ess-ey-wet'reP1e-he-she¼¼

11

17

eftdorse-0P1-ehe-peyro¼¼-oppes¼ee-ehe-l'l8ffle-�E-ehe-;11ror-et"

18

w¼efteee-ehe-werds�-•Pe¼d-ey-werreP1e•-9¼¥¼P19-ehe-ftttffleet"-eP1d

19
20

ll

deee-oE-ehe-werrefteT
(3)

Compensation paid a witness or juror shall be

ll

21

attested as provided in s.

22

approved by the signature of the clerk, or his deputy, except

23

the payroll as to witnesses appearing before the ll!!!,

1:

24

proeeette¼l'lg attorney which payroll shall be approved by the

ll

25

signature of the state se¼d-proseette¼ftg attorney, or an

26

assistant state attorney.

V

40.32.

The payroll shall be

filiat The clerks of the courts eEerese¼d shall

ll

ll
l:

28

forward two copies of such payrolls to the Seeee Comptroller,

11

29

within 2 weeks ¼9-deys after the last day of ,the quarterly

11

30

fiscal period, and the Comptroller eeeh-ed;ottt'l'lfflefte-0£-stteh

11

31

eottPesr-who shall audit such payrolls eheffl. COOING: Wo,ds In -...i.
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t+t--fE-ttpeft-atteie-as-aEeresaid-ehe-said-payre¼¼s-are

18.10/19

2

Eettfte-eerreee-ehe-Seaee-eempere¼¼er-sha¼¼-eraw-h¼s-warrafte-eft

3

ehe-Seaee-�reasttry-Eer-ehe-ainettfte-dtte-ehereeft7-eftd-sha¼¼

18.10/20

s

amettftes-reettrfted-ey-ehe-said-e¼erks7-eak¼ftg-ttp-ehe-re�tt¼s¼eieft

18.10/22

4

de¼iver-ehe-same-ee-ehe-Seaee-�reaettrer7-ee1eeher-w¼eh-a¼¼

6

eE-ehe-e¼erk-giveft-ehe-�reasttrePT

s

amended to read:

9
10

11

Section 18.
40.35

ill..

Section 40.35, Florida Statutes, is

Accounting and payment to the Comptroller.-

The clerk eE-afty of the court sa¼d-eettres shall,

within 2 weeks after the last day of the quarterly fiscal

12

period ae;ettPftMefte-eE-afty-eerm, render to the Comptroller a

13

full statement of his accounts for moneys received and

14

disbursed by him under the provisions of this chapter, and

15

18.10/21

18.10/23

Ii 19.2
19.2/1
l:lus
19.2/5
19.2/6

refund to the Comptroller pay-ever any balance in the clerk's

16

h4s hands.

17

reconcile to the statement of account, the Comptroller shall

18

draw his warrant on the State Treasury for the amount due

19

thereon, and shall deliver the same to the State Treasurer,

20

together with all amounts returned by the clerk of the court,

21

taking up the requisition of the clerk of the court given the

22

State Treasurer.

23

determine a balance due the clerk of the court, the

�

19.2/12

25

Comptroller shall draw his warrant on the State Treasury for

the balance due thereon and shall deliver the same to the

26

clerk of the court.-,-aftd

19.2/13

'II

28
29
30
31

(2)

If, upon audit, the payrolls are found correct and

If upon audit the Comptroller shall

If shett¼d any such clerk of the court fails Ea¼¼

to account for and pay over promptly the balance of all moneys
so paid him, the sureties on his official bond shall be held
liable and responsible for same; and the Comptroller shall
report to the Governor any failure on the part of the clerk of
16
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the court to report and faithfully account for any such
2 moneys�-aRe-ehe-GeYerRer-fflay7-eR-aeeettR�-eE-stteh-repere-!reffl
3 ehe-€efflpere¼¼er7-sttspeRe-ireffl-e!Eiee-aRy-stteh-eeEatt¼eiRg-e¼er�
4 YRei¼-ehe-ReMe-seseieR-ee-ehe-begie¼aettre.
5
6

Section 19.

Subsection (l) of section 905.01, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

7

905.01

8

(1)

Number and procurement of grand jury.--

The grand jury shall consist of not less than 15

9 nor more than 18 persons.

The provisions of law governing the

10 qualifications, disqualifications, excusals eMefflpeieRe,

2
2

JI drawing, summoning, supplying deficiencies, compensation, and

2

12 procurement of petit jurors shall apply to grand jurors.

2

In

13 addition, no elected public official shall be eligible for

2

14 service on a grand jury.

2

15

Section 20.

Subsection (3) of section 905.37, Florida

2

N Statutes, is amended to read:
17

905.37

List of prospective jurors; impanelment;

2

18 composition of jury; compensation.--

19

(3)

2

A statewide grand jury shall be composed of 18

� members, of which 15 members shall constitute a quorum.

Each

2
2

21 member of the statewide grand jury shall be a registered

2

22 elector haye-eeeR-a-reeieeRe-eE-ehe-seaee-Eer-Ree-¼eee-ehaR-¼

2

23 year-aRa-eeherwiee-1tta¼i!iee-ae-a-;Yrer in the county in which
� he resides.

In all other respects a statewide grand juror

2.

25 shall have the same qualifications as provided in this chapter

2:

U in the case of a county grand jury.

2:

V

Section 21,

Sections 40,03, 40.04, 40,05, 40,06,

2:

28 40.061, 40.10, 40.101, 40.ll, 40,20, 40,22, 40,25, 40.28,

� 40.39, 40.40, 40.42, and 40,43, Florida Statutes, and section

30 40.07, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 77-102 and 7731 431, Laws of Florida, section 40.09, Florida Statutes, as
17
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amended by chapters 77-359 and 77-431, Laws of Florida, and
2 section 40,13, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter 77-359,
3 Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed,
Section 22,

4

This.act shall take effect January l,

S 1980,
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
36
'/1
28
29
30

31

18
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4

s

6
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31

*****************************************

l:hb

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hb

Revises chapter 40, F.S., relating to jurors and jury
lists. Changes qualification and disqualification
provisions with respect to jurors. Provides that the
chief judge of the circuit or county court rather than
the board of county commissioners shall, with the
approval of a majority of the circuit court judges,
create a jury district in any county with a population
exceeding 40,000. Provides that the chief judge of each
circuit, or a circuit judge or court administrator
appointed by him, shall direct the clerk of the court to
prepare lists of prospective jurors. (Present law
requires the boards of county commissioners in counties
without a jury commission to prepare such lists.)
Provides new standards for excusal from jury duty and
removes the specifically authorized exemption for
attorneys and physicians. Authorizes postponements of up
to 6 months from jury service. Provides that the clerk
of the court under the supervision of a judge, may draw
jury venire. Authorizes the designation of a court
administrator to perform such duties of the cl-erk.

23.0
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,
23.0,

23. o,

Provides for the applicability of provisions relating to
jury summoning to all jurors. Authorizes the summoning
of jurys with less than 14 days' notice. Authorizes the
clerk of the court, or in certain instances, the court
administrator, rather than the sheriff or the county
commission or jury commission, to summon jurors.
Conforms provisions relating to jury pools to the act.
Increases the maximum fine which may be imposed upon any
person who fails to attend court as a juror and
authorizes the finding of such person in contempt of
court. Provides that any threat of dismissal from
employment of any person summoned for jury service
because of the nature or length of such service may be
deemed a contempt of court.
Requires clerks of courts to estimate the amount
necessary to pay jurors and witnesses and to request such
amount from the Comptroller on a quarterly basis rather
than during a period related to the term of the court.
Requires the inclusion of witnesses summoned to appear
before the state attorney prior to an indictment or
information. Requires the Comptroller to endorse and
transmit the amount necessary to pay jurors and witnesses
to the clerk. Includes payment for witnesses within
provisions authorizing the Comptroller to apportion
appropriations for payment of jurors among the several
counties. Provides that such apportioning shall be on a
quarterly basis. Includes payments to witnesses within
provisions relating to the disbursement of moneys by the
clerk. Conforms provisions relating to deficiencies in
funds necessary to make such payments and provisions
relating to the preparation of the necessary payrolls.
Conforms provisions relating to the accounting for
payments made by the clerk and for the payment of
unexpended funds to the Comptroller. Conforms provisions
19
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2
3
4

5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

relating to the procurement and qualifications of grand
jurors.
Repeals provisions relating to the selection of jurors in
large and small counties and in new counties. Repeals
provisions relating to the transcription and preservation
of jury lists and the inclusion of the addresses of
persons on jury lists. Repeals provisions relating to
the creation and duties of jury commissions in large
counties. Repeals provisions authorizing the use of
mailed questionnaires and relating to the certification
of jury lists. Repeals provisions relating to the
compensation of jury commissioners. Repeals the
authorization to transfer cases to other counties in the
event of a deficiency in numbers of jurors in any county.
Repeals provisions relating to the issuance of venire and
to the pay of jurors when the court is not in session.
Repeals provisions providing a penalty for persons who
neglect their duty to summon jurors and provisions
requiring the clerk of the court to transmit a list of
jurors to the sheriff. Repeals provisions which restrict
the length of petit jury service and which provide for
the summoning of additional jurors when a venire is
exhausted. Repeals provisions relating to the legality
of the organization of a jury if a deficiency or excess
of jurors were summoned.
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written petition signed by those owners or lessees of a majority of
the lineal feet of riparian property which either abuts or would have
abutted the erosion control line if the same had been located at the
line of mean high water on the date the board of trustees' survey was
recorded, the board of trustees shall forthwith cause to be canceled
and vacated of record the resolution authorizing the beach erosion
control project fes�efa�ien--pP&!fSM and the survey locating the
erosion control line, and the erosion control line shall be null and
void and of no further force or effect.
(2) If the state, county, municipality, erosion control district,
or other governmental agency charged with the responsibility of
maintaining the protected fes�efed beach fails to maintain the same
and as a result thereof the shoreline gradually recedes to a point or
points landward of the erosion control line as established herein,
the provisions of s. 161.191(2) shall cease to be operative as to the
affected upland.
(3)
In the event a substantial portion of the shoreline
encompassed within the erosion control fes�efed project recedes
landward of the erosion control line, the board of trustees, on its
own initiative, may direct or request, or, upon receipt of a written
petition signed by the owners or lessees of a majority of the lineal
feet of riparian property lying within
the
erosion
control
fes�efa�ien project, shall direct or request, the agency charged with
the responsibility of maintaining the beach to restore the same to
the extent provided for in the board of trustees' recorded survey.
If the beach is not restored as directed or requested by the board of
trustees within a period of l year from the date of the directive or
request, the board of trustees shall forthwith cause to be canceled
and vacated of record the resolution authorizing the beach erosion
control project res�efe�ien--pP&!fSM and the survey locating the
erosion control line, and the erosion control line shall be null and
void and of no further force or effect.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

Approved by the Governor June 28, 1979.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 29, 1979.
CHAPTER 79-234
Senate Bill No. 15
An

act relating to the disposition of animals found
neglected or cruelly treated; amending s. 828.073(2),
Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; prescribing time
limits within which a county court judge must set and
hold a hearing to determine the disposition of such
animal; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
Subsection (2) of section 828.073, Florida Statutes,
1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
828.073
Animals found in distress; when agent may take charge;
hearing; disposition; sale.-1292
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(2)
Any law enforcement officer or any agent of any county or of
any society or association for the prevention of cruelty to animals
appointed under the provisions of s. 828.03 may lawfully take custody
of any animal found neglected or cruelly treated and shall forthwith
petition the county court judge of the county wherein the animal is
found for a hearing to be set within JO da • from the date of 1elzure
of the animal and held not more than Is 4� days after the setting of
such date freM-�he-4e�e-ef-eei•�•e-ef-iiie-eniMei to determine whether
the owner, if known, is able to provide adequately for the animal and
is fit to have custody of the animal. No fee shall be charged for
the filing of the petition. Nothing herein is intended to require
court action for the taking into custody and
making
proper
disposition of stray or abandoned animals as lawfully performed by
animal- control agents.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 28, 1979.
Filed in Office secretary of State June 29, 1979.

"\
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Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 47
An

act relating to juries; amending ss. 40.01, 40.015(1),
40.02, 40.23, 40.231, 40.24, 40.29-40.35, 904.01(1) and
905.37(3), Florida Statutes; renumbering s. 40.271(2),
Florida Statutes, and adding a new subsection (2) to
said section; prescribing qualifications for jurors;
prescribing procedures for the creation
of
jury
districts; prescribing procedures for the selection and
security of jury lists; prescribing procedures for
court. administrator
to
perform
certain duties;
prescribing procedures for summoning jurors; providing
procedure for postponement of jury service; providing
penalty for failure to answer summons; providing for
jury pools; providing for payment of jurors summoned;
providing penalty for threat
of
dismissal
from
employment
to
person summoned for jury service;
prescribing procedures for the estimation, requisition,
apportionment, and disbursement of state funds for the
payment of jurors and certain witnesses; prescribing
procedures for accounting for such payments; providing
for number and procurement of grand
juries
and
statewide grand juries; transferring s. 40.07, Florida
Statutes, to s. 40.013, Florida Statutes, and amending
said section; providing for certain persons to be
disqualified or excused from jury service; creating ss.
40.221,
40.235,
Florida
Statutes; providing for
procedures for drawing jury venire; providing for juror
accommodations;
transferring
s.
40.371,
Florida
Statutes, to s. 40.225, Florida Statutes, and amending
said section; providing alternative method of drawing
jury venire; repealing ss. 40.03, 40.04, 40.05, Florida
Statutes,
relating
to
selection of jury lists;
repealing s. 40.06, Florida Statutes, relating to the
transcription and preservation of jury lists; repealing
s. 40.061, Florida Statutes, requiring the addresses of
1293
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persons on jury lists; repealing s. 40.08, Florida
duty;
Statutes, relating to exemptions from jury
repealing ss. 40.09, 40.10, 40.11, 40.13, Florida
Statutes, relating to jury commissioners; repealing s.
relating to means of
Statutes,
Florida
40.101,
gathering information concerning prospective jurors;
repealing s. 40.20, Florida Statutes, relating to
procedures to be followed if there is a deficiency of
jurors; repealing s. 40.22, Florida statutes, relating
to issuance of venire; repealing s. 40.25, Florida
Statutes, relating to pay of jurors in vacation,
prescribing
repealing s. 40.27, Florida Statutes,
penalty for failure to answer summons; repealing s.
for
40.28, Florida Statutes, relating to penalty
failure to draw or summons jurors; repealing s. 40.36,
Florida Statutes, relating to drawing of petit and
repealing s. 40.39, Florida
venire;
jury
grand
court;
Statutes, relating to duties of clerk of
repealing s. 40.40, Florida Statutes, relating to the
drawing of grand jurors; repealing ss. 40.42, 40.43,
Florida Statutes, which sections relate to deficiency,
or excess in jury box, omissions, etc.; providing an
effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Section 40.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
40.0l

Qualifications and-d¼s�tta¼if¼eatiefts of jurors.--

GFaftd--aRd--pe�¼� Jurors shall be taken from the male and
(1)
female persons at least 18 years of age, who are citizens of this
state aRd--whe--ha¥e--Fee¼ded--¼R-�h¼s-sta�e-fe f-¼-yeaf-and-¼n-theif
Feepee�i¥e-eettn�ies-fe f--&--ffle flths7 and who are registered ftt¼¼y
�tta¼if¼ed electors of their respective counties�-hewe¥ef7-eMf>eetane
me�heFe-and-ffle�hefe-wieh-ehi¼dreft-ttRder-¼5-years-e£-a�e 7--ttpeft--theif
Fe�ttee� 7-eha¼¼-ee-eMefflpted-£re ffl-,faftd-ane-peeit-;ttfy-etity.
��t---Ne-pereeft-whe-eha¼¼-ha¥e-eeen-eenvie�ee-ef-erieery7-£er,ery7
pef;ttFy7-ef-¼Sfeeny-w¼eh¼n-ehie-eea�e-ef-ttneer-ehe-laws-e£-any--ether
e�a�e 7-9e¥efftffleRe-e r-eetift�ry7 -er-whe-eha¼¼-ha¥e-eeen-e eftvieted-w¼ehift
ehis-eeaee-e £-a-£e¼eny7--er--ttnder--ehe--¼aws--e£--any--eeher--etate7
,e¥efnfflene--er--ee ttnery--e£--a--eriffle-wh¼eh7-¼£-e e fflfflietee-w¼ehift-this
eea�e7-wett¼d-ee-a-fe¼efty7-sha¼¼-ee-�tta¼i£ied--ee--ser¥e--ae--a--;tiref
ttn¼ees-reste fee-t e-ei¥i¼-Pi!htsT
�3t---lR--the--se¼eeeieft--e£--;ttry--¼¼ses-en¼y-stteh-persene-ae-ehe
ee¼ee�in,-e££¼eefs-knew7-er-ha¥e-reasen-ee-eelieve7--are--¼aw-aeidifl!
eiti�efte--e £--appfeved--iftte,rity7-,ee d-ehafaeeer7-eettnd-;tta,ment-and
iRte¼¼i,enee7-and-whe-are-net-phyeiea¼¼y-e r-ffleft�a¼¼y-in£ifffl 7-sha¼¼-ee
ee¼ee�ed-fer-;ttry-dtt�YT
�4t---Where--iR--the--¼aws-e£-F¼erida-pereaiRift,-te-;tirers-and-ehe
ftfepafatieft-e£-;tiry-¼isee-re£efeRee-is-made--ee--ffla¼e--pereefte7--stteh
fefefenee--eha¼¼-¼n-eaeh-ins�anee-ee-eakeft-aftd-eensertted-�e-fflean-ffla¼e
Sftd-feffla¼e-pePSeftST
�it---Wherever-;ttrers-are-re�ttired-ey-¼aw-er-ey-erdef-e£-eettP�7-ee
ee-kept-ee,ether-dtififl!-ehe-eeRdtiet-ef-a-tria¼7 -er-whi¼e--eensiderift,
�heif--¥efdiee7--er-whene¥ef-ey-ereef-ef-eetift-¼ee,iR,-is-re�ttiree-�e
ee-£ttrRiehee-;ttfiee7-separate-¼e a,in,-ane-fese-ree ffl-faei¼ie¼es--sha¼¼
1294
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ee-pre vieee-fef-;ttre fe-ef-d¼fferent-seMee7-and-ttnder-eefttefflp¼aei en-ef
¼aw-;ttrefs-sha¼¼-ee-deeffled-ee-ha¥e-eeen-hepe--ee,e�her--whene¥er--ehe
;tirere--ef--d¼ffereRt--seMee--eeetipy--ehe-aee efflffleea�iene-pPe ¥ided-fer
eheir-reepee�i¥e-seMeeT
�St---Whefte¥er--£effla¼e--perse fte--are--sietift,--e n-any-;ttry7-and-it
eee effles-neeessary-ehat-saie-;tire fs-ee-eefflfflittee-te-ehe-ehar,e--e £--an
e££ieef7--a--£ema¼e--ea¼¼if£--e r--depttey-ehefiff-sha¼¼-ee-pre ¥ided-t e
attend-saia-;ttry-in-additien-ee-ehe-ma¼e-e£fieer-ee -wheffl-stteh--;ttriee
afe--etiste mari¼y--eemfflitted7--and--a¼¼--eMietin,-¼awe-re¼atin9-te-the
pewers7-dtte¼ee-and-eeli!atiefts-e £-stteh-ffla¼e-e£fieer-eha¼¼-app¼y--wieh
¼ike-£e fee-and-effeet-te-ettah-£effla¼e-effieefT
Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 40.015, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
40.015

Jury districts; counties exceeding 50,000.--

In any county having a population exceeding 50,000 according
(1)
to the last preceding decennial s�a�e-e f-!edefal census and one or
more locations in addition to the county seat at which the county or
circuit court sits and holds jury trials, the chief judge, with the
approval of the-Beard-e £-eettnty-eemffliss¼ e ftefe7-tt�e n-the-re�tiese-ef a
majority of the circuit court judges of the circuit ift--whieh--ehe
e etin�y--¼s--¼eeatee, is authorized to create a jury district for each
court house location from which jury lists shall be selected in the
manner presently provided by law.
Section 3.

Section 40.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(Substantial rewording of section.
s. 40.02, F.S., for present text.)

See

40.02 Selection of jury lists.-The chief judge of each circuit, or a circuit judge in each
(1)
county within the circuit who is designated by the chief judge, shall
request the selection of a jury list in each county within the
circuit during the first week of January of each year or as soon
The chief judge or his designee shall
thereafter as practicable.
direct the clerk of the court to randomly select a sufficient number
of names with the addresses from the list of persons who are
qualified to serve as jurors under the provisions of s. 40.0l, and to
generate a list of not less than 250 persons to serve as jurors,
which list shall be signed and verified by the clerk of the court as
having been selected as aforesaid. A circuit judge in a county to
which he has been assigned may request additional jury lists as
necessary to prevent the jury list from becoming exhausted. When the
annual jury list is prepared pursuant to the request of a chief judge
or his designee, the lists prepared the previous year shall be
withdrawn from further use. If, notwithstanding this provision, some
names are not withdrawn, such error or irregularity shall not
The fact that any
invalidate any subsequent proceeding or jury.
�erson so selected had been on a former jury list or had served as a
Juror in any court at any time shall not be grounds for challenge of
If any person so selected shall be
such person as a juror.
ascertained to be disqualified or incompetent to serve as a juror
such disqualification shall not affect the legality of such list o;
be cause of challenge to the array of any jury chosen from such list,
but any person ascertained to be disqualified to serve as a juror,
The
shall be subject to challenge for cause, as defined by law.
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PAGE 15

ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/01/79
05/15/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMU NITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/24/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/79 SENATE DIED JN COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE - AUTOMATED BILL STATUS SYSlEM

07/19/79 18156

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS

PAGE 16

04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00015
O't/17179 SENAlE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/01/79 SENAlE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/15/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

S 0049 GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG ISIMJLAR H 1215)
FRAUDULENT PRACTICES; PROVIDES THAT CERTAIN PRACTICES BY A PERSON WHO
HAS CREATED A SECURITY INTEREST IN PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURING A MONETARY
OBLIGATION CONSTITUTE FRAUD; PROVIDES PENALTIES. CREATES 817.562.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
12/12/78 SENATE PREFJLED
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
03/08/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT1 FAVORABLE BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS; NOW IN JUDJCJARY-CRJMINAL
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00015; COMM.
REPORTI FAVORABLE BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS; NOW IN JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00063
04/05/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT1 FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUOJCJARY-CRJMJNAL -SJ 00096
04/12/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED!
YEAS 38 NAYS O -SJ 00115
04/20/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -HJ 00263
04/26/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-HJ 00386
/'.'.""'�GENEPAL BILL/CS BY JUOlClARY-ClVIL (SIMILAR H 1667)
05/22/79 HOUSE SUBSTITUTED FOR HB 1215; READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00674
� JURIES; PR�SCRIBES QUALIFICATIONS FOR JURORS; PRESCRIBES PROCEDURES FOR
05/23/79
HOUSE
READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 105 NAYS
5 -HJ 00692
CREATION OF JUR Y DISTRICTS, FOR SELECTION & SECURITY OF JURY LISTS & FOR
05/25/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00598
COURT ADMINISTRATOR TO PERFORM CERTAIN DUTIES; PROVIDES FOR CERTAIN
06/01/79
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-113 -SJ 00940
PERSONS TO BE EXCUSED FROM JURY SERVICE, ETC. AMENDS CH. 40,
905.01,.37. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/80.
S 0050 GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG ISIMJLAR ENG/H 01701
12/08/78 SENATE PREFILEO
WRONGFUL DEATH CLAIMS; PROVIDES DEFINITION OF MINOR CHILDREN IS
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, WAYS AND MEANS
UNAFFECTED BY OTHER STATUTES FOR PURPOSES OF WRONGFUL DEATH ACT;
01/12/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY JUOJCJARY-CIVIL; NOW IN WAYS ANO
PROVIDES FOR SURVIVAL OF PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS WHEN CLAIMANT DIES FROM
MEANS
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TC JUDICIARY-CIVIL, WAYS ANO MEANS
INJURIES; LIMITS RECOVERY FDR LOSSES TO CERTAIN PERSONS, ETC. AMENDS
768.18,.20,.21,.25. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
-SJ 00015; COMM. REPORT: C/S BY JUDICIARY-CIVIL; NOW IN
12/12/78 SENATE PREFJLEO
WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00064
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, COMMERCE
04/10/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00097; PLACED ON
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, COMMERCE
CALENDAR
-SJ 00015
04/19/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
04/16/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; AMENDMENT PENDING -SJ 00173
EXTENSION
OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/27/79
SENATE
04/26/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S PASSED AS
05/10/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF lJME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
AMENDED; YEAS 40 NAYS
O -SJ 00299
05/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/02/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY, APPROPRIATIONS
86/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-HJ 00413
05/18/79 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY, APPROPRIATIONS; PLACED ON
S
0051
GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG (SIMILAR CS/H 0172, H 0256, COMPARE
CALENDAR; SUBSTITUTED FOR HB 1667 -HJ 00628; READ
CS/H 0671, ENG/H 1639)
SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME;
CCNSTJTUTJONAL
AMENDMENTS; PROVIDES THAT LANGUAGE OF CONSTITUTIONAL
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 103 NAYS 1 -HJ 00631
AMENDMENTS OR OTHER PUBLIC MEASURES BE PRINTED JN CLEAR & UNAMBIGUOUS
05/24/79 SENATE REFUSED TO CONCUR, REQUESTED HOUSE TO R ECEDE -SJ 00545
LANGUAGE. AMENDS 101.161. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/28/79 HOUSE RECEDED -HJ 00839; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED: PASSED AS
12/12/78 SENATE PREFJLEO
AMENDED; YEAS 100 NAYS 2 -HJ 00842
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TD RULES AND CALENDAR
05/29/79 SENATE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 33 NAYS
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00015
0 -SJ 00637
04/13/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
06/13/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GCVERNOR
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-235
06/28/79
05/11/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
05/25/79 SENATE 'EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0048 GENERAL Bill BY MACKAY ANO OTHERS (COMPARE H 0130, S 02421
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
EDUCATION; PRESCRIBES METHOD FOR COMPUTING ALLOCATIONS FROM FLA.
ECUCATJON FINANCE PROGRAM; PRESCRIBES METHOD FOR COMPUTING ANNUAL
S 0052 GENERAL BILL BY MACKAY ANO OTHERS
CONTRIBUTION OF EACH DISTRICT; DELETES PROVISION WHICH AUTHORIZES
EDUCATION & EDUCATIONAL FUNDING; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS; PROVIDES FORMULA
EDUCATION DEPT. TO INCREASE BASE STUDENT ALLOCATION IN CERTAIN
FOR DETERMINING AO VALOREM TAX"EQUALJZATJON FOR ELIGIBLE DISTRICTS;
ClRCUMSTANCES, ETC. AMENDS 236.081. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
PROVIDES FOR CONSIDERATION OF AVAILABLE NON-FLORIDA EDUCATION FINANCE
12/12/78 SENATE PREFILED
PROGRAM FUNDS. AMENDS 236.081. EFFECTIVE OATE1 07/01/80.
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
S 0046 GENERAL BILL BY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANO PAROLE (SIMILAR H 09991
CORRECTIONS; PROVIDES FOR TRANSFER OF CONVICTED OFFENDERS UNDER TREATY
BETWEEN U. S. & A FOREIGN COUNTRY UPON AUTHORIZATION BY GOVERNOR OR HIS
DESIGNEE. EFFECTIVE DATE: 05/24/79.
12/07/78 SENATE PREFILEO
12/19/78 SENATE REFERRED TO CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE
01/10/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANO PAROLE
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANO
PAROLE -SJ 00015; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND.,
PLACED ON CALENDAR BY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANO PAROLE
-SJ 00064
04/05/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 39 NAYS
O -SJ 00082
04/11/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00216
05/15/79 HOUSE SUBSTITUTED FOR HB 999; READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD
O -HJ 00549
TIME; PASSED: YEAS 111 NAYS
05/18/79 SENATE SIGNEO BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00498
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-75 -SJ 00619
05/24/79
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H 1663 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE & TAXATION (COMPARE ENG/S 00081
HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX DEFERRAL ACT; REDEFINES •INCOME" FOR PURPOSES OF
SAID ACT; PROVIDES FOR CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY FOR PERSONS WHO HAVE
WAIVED HOMESTEAD TAX EXEMPTION, TO BE FURNISHED BY PROPERTY APPRAISER;
SPECIFIES TAX PORTION TO BE DEFERRED FOR PERSONS OVER 65, ETC. AMENDS
197.0164-.0167. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/03/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR
-HJ 00¥.5
05/04/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/08/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00475
O -HJ 00490
05/09/79 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 110 NAYS
05/17/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00472
05/18/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN.ISIM./COMPARE BILL PASSEO,
REFER TO SB B (CH. 79-3341
H 1664 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE & TAXATION (COMPARE H 0938, H 1115, ENG/S 07741
TPANSIENT RENTALS T AX; INCLUDES CONDOMINIUMS AS TAXABLE FACILITIES RE
SALES TAX ON SUCH RENTALS; DECREASES FROM 12 TO 6 MONTHS DURATION FOR
WHICH TAX IS LEVIED ON CONTINUOUS RESIDENT & PROVIDES INDIVIDUAL SIGNING
WRITTEN LEASE FOR 6 MONTHS OR LONGER BE EXEMPT, ETC. AMENDS 212.03-04,
125.0104. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
05/03/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00446
05/09/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT
05/22/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00683; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER
CALENDAR
05/23/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00700
05/24/79 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS Bl NAYS 18; RECONSIDERED; AMENDMENT ADOPTED;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 102 NAYS
3 -HJ 00733
05/29/79 SENATE RECEIVED; REFERRED TO WAYS & MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE O; WAYS
ANO MEANS -SJ 00612
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 774 (CH. 79-3591
H 1665 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE & TAXATION ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR H 0836,
ENG/S 0398, S 06021
PROBATE CODE; AUTHORIZES REVENUE DEPT. TO ENTER A CLAIM AGAINST AN
ESTATE AFTER THE STATUTORY 3-MONTH PERIOD FOLLOWING PUBLICATION OF
NOTICE TO CREDITORS HAS ELAPSED, PROVIDED THE DEPARTMENT ENTERS THE
CLAIM WITHIN l MONTH AFTER THE FILING OF INVENTORY BY PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVE. AMENDS 731.111. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
05/03/79 HOUSE TAPGETEO FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON
CALENDAR -HJ 00446
05/04/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/08/79 HOUSE IDFN./SJM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00475
05/09/79 HOUSE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL
PASSED, REFER TO SB 398 (CH. 79-681 -HJ 00490
H 1666 GENERAL BILL BY TRANSPORTATIOh (SIMILAR S 09841
NONCPIMINAL TRAFFIC INFRACTIONS; RE ADJUDICATION; PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE
INTENT; REQUIRES PILOT PROGRAM TO BE CONDUCTED FOR 1 YEAR; REQUIRES
PROGRAM EVALUATION; PROVIDES APPROPRIATION IN ORDER TO MATCH FEDERAL
FUNDS. APPROPRIATION: $6,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
05/03/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00446
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

�ajGENEPAL BILL BY JUDICIARY, THOMPSON ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/S 00471
JURIES; PRESCRIBES QUALIFICATIONS FOR JURORS; PRESCRIBES PROCEDURES FOR
CREATION OF JURY DISTRICTS, FOR SELECTION & SECURITY OF JURY LISTS & FOR
COURT ADMINISTRATOR TO PERFORM CERTAIN DUTIES; PROVIDES FOR CERTAIN
PERSONS TO BE EXCUSED OR POSTPONED FROM JURY SERVICE, ETC. AMENDS CH.
40 & 905.0t,.37. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/80.
05/04/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00460
05/09/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/17/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00601
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 105 NAYS
O;
RECONSIDERED; IOENo/SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID
ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 47 (CH. 79-2351 -HJ 00631

H 1668 GENERAL BILL BY REGULATED INDUSTRIES & LICENSING
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE INTENT RE APPLICATION OF
BEVERAGE LAW WITHIN INDIAN RESERVATIONS OR LANO HELO IN TRUST FOR
INDIANS. CREATES 561.66. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/04/79.
05/04/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00461
05/09/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/10/79 HOUSE R EAD SECOND TIME -HJ 00508
05/14/79 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 102 NAYS
2 -HJ 00525
05/18/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00493
05/22/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00504
05/30/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 37 NAYS
0 -SJ 00666
06/06/79 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/18/79 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
07/04/79
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
CHAPTER NO. 79-405
H 1669 GENERAL BILL BY TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION; TRANSFERS 218.32141 RE DATA ON ROAD CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE, ETC., TO BE REPORTED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, TO BANKING &
FINANCE DEPT., & RENUMBERS SAID SECTION AS 334.225. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/04/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES & CALENDAR -HJ 00461
05/21/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY RULES &
CALENDAR -HJ 00653
05/22/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/23/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00707
05/24/79 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 109 NAYS
l -HJ 00741
05/29/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00617
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
H 1670 GENERAL BILL BY TRANSPORTATION ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR S 09341
TPAFFIC CITATIONS; DEFINES •CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER•; AMENDS
PROVISIONS RE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CITATIONS & PROVIDES FOR CERTAIN
PROCEDURAL CONSISTENCY & ACCOUNTABILITY WITH RESPECT THERETO; AMENDS
CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO CONFORM. AMENDS 316.003,.650, 322.25, 43.41.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
05/04/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00461
05/10/79 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00508; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1671 GENERAL BILL BY GALLAGHER, KUTUN AND OTHERS
LICENSED PROFESSIONS & OCCUPATIONS; DIRECTS LICENSING BOARDS &
COMMISSIONS IN PROF. & acc. REG. DEPT. TO IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO
QUALIFY CERTAIN CUBAN POLITICAL PRISONERS FOR EXAMINATION TO PRACTICE A
LICENSED PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION. AMENDS 455.016; REENACTS 486.172.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
05/04/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO REGULATORY REFORM,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00461
05/10/79 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM- APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00508
05/17/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVOPABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED OH CALENDAR
BY REGULATORY REFORM -HJ 00608
05/22/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/31/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 92 NAYS 18 -HJ 00930
06/01/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00756
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COM�ITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
H 1672 GENERAL BILL BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
COUNTY & MUNICIPAL PLANNING; PROVIDES THAT CHARTER COUNTIES MAY APPOINT
ONE OR MORE COMMISSIONS. AMENDS 163.170.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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A oill to oe ent•tled
An act relating to juries; amending ss. 40.01,
40.015(1), 40.02, 40.06, 40.07, 40.11, 40.23,
40.231, 40.24, 40.27, 40.29-40.36, and 40.40,
Florida Statutes; prescribing qualifications

for jurors; prescribing procedures for the
creation of jury districts; prescribing

procedures for the selection and preservation

of jury lists;·providing for security of jury
lists; providing for certain persons to be
disqualified or excused from jury service;
requiring certification of jury lists;
prescribing procedures for summoning jurors;
providing for jury pools; prescribing
procedures for the estimation, requisition,

apportionment, and disbursement of state funds
for the payment of jurors and certain
witnesses; prescribing procedures for

accounting for such payments; requiring the
Governor, when he suspends a clerk for failing
to report and account for certain moneys, to

report such action to the Senate; prescribing
23

procedures for drawing jury venire; prescribing

25

ss. 40.03, 40.04, 40.05, Florida Statutes,

:u

26
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27
28
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30
31

procedures for drawing grand jurors; repealing
relating to selection of certain jury lists,
repealing s. 40.08, Florida Statutes, relating
to exemptions from jury duty; repealing ss.
40.09, 40.10, 40.13, Florida Statutes, relating
to jury co111111issioners; repealing s. 40.101,
Florida Statutes, relating to means of
1
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40.015
2

(1)

Jury districts; c owities exceeding 50,000.-

In any county having a population exceeding 50,000

3 according to the last preceding decennial �eet:e or feaefit¼

, census and one or aore locations in addition to the county
5 seat at which the county or circuit court sits and holds jury

prescribed qualifications according to his their best
2 information and belief.

Said-¼ist:-sha¼¼-he-fort:hwit:h

3 ee¼-ivered-t:o The clerk of the eire1:1it: court shall record the
4 list a11e-hy-him-reeoreee in the minute book of the board of
5 county commissioners.

6 trials, the Board of County Co-issioners, upon the request of

6

a circuit or a judge disignated by him i-tt-.hiea t:.lte-eetmt::,-¼s

s he-oh¼e-t:o-se¼eet:-t:he-11t:lfflher-•e�1:1iree-hy-t:his-seet:io11-t:hey

the chief judge e-.e;-ity of t:he--ettetri-t:-ee�-.- of the

a11y-eo1:111t:y-of-t:his-et:at:e7-t:he-eo1:111t:y-eommiseio11ers-sha¼¼-11ot:

9 ¼eeaff1t, is authorized to create a jury district for each
10 court house location froa which jury lists shall be selected
11
12

in the aanner presently provided by law.
Section 3.

Section 40.02, Florida Statutes, is amended

13 to read:
1"

40.02

16

(1)

Selection of jury lists l,y-eotmt:y
SELECTION OP LISTS, GENERALLY.-➔11-H-eo1111t:ies7

17 e1teept:-t:hose-ha,r-i�-➔1:1ry-e--1ssio117 The board of county

18 commissioners of each county shall hold a meeting during the
19 first week in January of each year or as soon thereafter as

� practicable and at such other times as� the circuit judge
21

assigned to such county may order, for the purpose of

22

selecting� jury.!!..!! Hst:s.

At such meeting said

23 co■missioners shall direct the clerk of the court or the court
2" administrator to randomly persOftei¼y select a sufficient
25 number of names fro■ the lists of persons who are qualified to
� serve as jurors under the provisions of

s. 40.01, to generate

27 ,uui-elte-o1tt: a list of not less than 250 ft0f'-■-�heft-¼5&e
� persons properly qualified to serve as jurors, which list
� shall be signed and verified by the clerk of the court or the

10

fili3t

ADD ITIONAL LISTS.--� �he circuit judge may

11 require the board of county commissioners of the county in
12

which-the judge has been assigned to request se¼eet: additional

13 jury lists from time to time as may appear t:o-s1:1eh-;1:1a,e to be

14 necessary to prevent ovoid the jury list from 11ames-se¼eet:ee

. 15 becoming exhausted •
...,16

19 ftot:-effeet:-t:he-¼�a¼it:y-of-s1:1eh-¼ist:-or-he-eo1:1se-of-eho¼¼e11,e

� t:o-t:he-orroy-of-011y-;1:1ry-ehose1t-from-s1:1eh-¼ist:7-h1:1t:-011y-perso11

21

aeeert:oi11ee-t:o-he-die�1:1o¼ified-t:o-serve-oe-o-;1:1ror7-sho¼¼-he

22 a1:1e;eet:-t:o-eho¼¼e11,e-for-eo1:1se7-os-eefi11ee-hy-¼owT
23

filiSt

EFFECT OF PRIO R JURY SERVICE.--The fact that

2• any person so selected had been on a former jury list or had
25 served as a juror in any court at any time shall not be
� grounds for challenge of such person as a juror.
27

Section 4.

� to read:

.I�

40.06

Section 40.06, Florida Statutes, is amended

�•011eeript:io1t-a11d Preservation of j.!!!,Y lists.--

30 court administrator so¼d-e-■-issio11ers as having been
31 perso11o¼¼y selected as aforesaid and as possessing the
4
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b
C

d
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f
g
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trials, �he-Beer8-ef-8ettft�y-8el'll!llieeieftere7-ttpeft-�he�re�ttes��

2

ef the chief judge, with the approval of

3

the circuit court judges of the circui�_�ft-whieh-�he-eettft�Y

4
5

a majority of
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SENATE AMENDMENT
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SEilATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMEiH
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1, J.Civ.
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SUBJECT:

BILL Ho, AND SPONSOR:

Juries

CS/SB 47 by
Senate Judiciary-Civil

I. SUMMARY:
A. Present Situation:

Many sections of Chapter 40, relating to jurors and jury lists, contain
archaic language. Some sections have not been amended since the 1800's
and are no longer applicable.

B.

The bill seeks to amend current law to reflect the effective procedures
presently practiced as well as to make the jury system more efficient,
less costly, and more responsive to the prospective jurors.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

1. Removes present residency requirements for jurors and conforms with
that required of electors.

2. Authorizes the chief judge of the circuit or his designee to direct
the clerk of the court to randomly select a jury list from the
registered electors in each county.
3. Provides for the court administrator to perform certain duties at
the direction of the chief judge in counties having approved com
puterized jury selection systems.

4. Lists persons disqualified or excused from jury service.
5. Repeals sections relating to jury commissions.

6. Provides for clerk of court under supervision of a judge to randomly
select persons for a jury venire.

7. Provides for clerk of court to summons persons for jury service and
provides for summons to be forwarded by regular mail.
8. Provides for postponement of jury service for a period not to
exceed 6 months.

9. Provides penalty of up to $100 for failure to attend court in
response to a jury summons.

10. Threats by an employer or his agent of dismissal because of the
nature or length of jury service may be deemed as contempt of court.

11. Provides procedures for clerks to estimate amount for pay of jurors,
on a quarterly basis, and to make requisition for such amount.
Provides for payment of jurors and certain accounting procedures.

12. Conforms residency requirement for grand jurors with those of petit
jurors.
II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. Public:
As additional data is collected in the counties participating in the
jury management pilot program, savings resulting from implementation
of certain reco1m1endations should be more readily identifiable.
Page 1 of 2
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Additionally, employers should realize a savings with the summoning of
fewer prospective jurors, and more efficient use of jurors' time. In
those counties utilizing multiple voir dire, prospective jurors will
be informed, on the first day they report to court, whether or not it
will be necessary for them to report for the remainder of the week.
This, in effect, amounts to a one day/one trial system.

B. Government:

Although it is impossible to determine an approximate savings at this
time, local and state governments should experience a noticeable
reduction in expenses because of increased efficiency in the jury
management systems.

III. COMMENTS:
IV.

This bill passed the Legislature on May 29, 1979.
AMENDMENTS: None.

_

_,

December 7, 1978

1mTL:
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A. Present Situation:
Chapter 40, relating to jurors and jury lists, contains archaic and
redundant language. Some sections have not been amended since the
1800's and are no longer applicable.
Today many counties have computerized jury systems which eliminate
the need for many of the procedures currently required by law, and
which, in some instances, are not followed.
B. Effect of Proposea Changes:

(1) Removes one-year residency requirement in this state and 6
months in their respective county for jurors. (Permanent
residency required is the same as that required of electors.)
(2) Authorizes the board of county co11111issioners to direct the
clerk of the court or the court administrator to randomly
select a list of persons qualified to serve as jurors.
(3) lists persons disqualified or excused from jury service, and
removes certain exemptions.
(4) Repeals sections providing for jury corm,issions.

(5) Provides for postponement of jury service for a period not to
exceed 6 months.
(6) Provides procedure for clerks to estimate amount for pay of
jurors and witnesses on a quarterly basis and fon-1ard such
estimates to the Comptroller.
(7) Clarifies those witnesses which are to be compensated with state
funds.
1

(8) Sets forth procedure for requisitioning additional funds from
the Comptroller if the compensation of jurors and witnesses
during a quarterly period exceeds the amount estimated by the
Clerk.
(9)

Provides for the Clerk of Court to randomly select a jury venire
under the supervision of a judge of-any court of record.
continued .••••
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ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A:

Public:
As additional data is collected in the pilot program counties, the
savings to the prospective jurors and jurors will be evident by the
more efficient use of their time.
Employers, in some counties, will be pleased that an employee will
most likely know the first day he attends court whether or not he
will be selected on that day to serve on a jury or be released for
the rema�nder of the week. This will be particularly true in
counties adopting multiple voir dire.

B.

III.

Government:
Because of increased efficiency in jury management systems, local
and state governments should experience a noticeable reduction in
expenses. Costs for juror compensation should be reduced through
proper use cf jurors' time.

COMMENTS: None.

IV. AMENDMENTS: None.

January 15, 1979 (revised)
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I. SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Many sections of Chapter 40, relating to jurors and jury lists, contain
archaic language. Some sections have not been amended since the 1800's
and are no longer applicable.
The bill seeks to amend current law to reflect the effective procedures
presently practiced as well as to make the jury system more efficient,
less costly, and more responsive to the prospective jurors.

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Removes present residency requirements for jurors and conforms with
that required of electors.
Authorizes the chief judge of the circuit or his designee to direct
the clerk of the court to randomly select a jury list from the
registered electors in each county.
Provides for the court administrator to perform certain duties at
the direction of the chief judge in counties having approved com
puterized jury selection systems.
Lists persons disqualified or excused from jury service.

5. Repeals sections relating to jury commissions.

6. Provides for clerk of court under supervision of a judge to randomly
select persons for a jury venire.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Provides for clerk of court to summons persons for jury service and
provides for summons to be forwarded by regular mail.
Provides for postponement of jury service for a period not to
exceed 6 months.

Provides penalty of up to $100 for failure to attend court in
response to a jury summons.

Provides procedures for clerks to estimate amount for pay of jurors,
on a quarterly basis, and to make requisition for such amount.
Provides for payment of jurors and certain accounting procedures.
Conforms residency requirement for grand jurors with those of petit
jurors.

II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

As additional data is collected in the counties participating in the
jury management pilot program, savings resulting from implementation
of certain recommendations should be more readily identifiable.
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Additionally, employers should realize a savings with the summoning of
fewer prospective jurors, and more efficient use of jurors' time. In
those counties utilizing multiple voir dire, prospective jurors will
be informed, on the first day they report to court, whether or not it
will be necessary for them to report for the remainder of the week.
This, in effect, amounts to a one day/one trial system.

B. Government:

III.

Although it is impossible to· determine an approximate savings at this
time, local and state governments should experience a noticeable
reduction in expenses because of increased efficiency in the jury
management systems.

COMMENTS: None

IV. AMENDMENTS: Committee Substitute adopted.
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Jurors and Jury Lists
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AND SPONSOR:

Proposed Committee Bill #1
(amending Chapter 40)

SUMMARY:

A. Present Situation:

Chapter 40. relating to jurors and jury lists. contains archaic and
redundant language. Some sections have not been amended since the
1800's and are no longer applicable.
Today many counties have computerized jury systems which eliminate
the need for many of the procedures currently required by law, and
which, in some instances, are not followed.

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:

(1) Removes one-year res·idency requirement in this state and 6
months in their respective county for jurors. (Pennanent
residency required is the same as that required of electors.)
(2)

Authorizes the board of county corrmissioners to direct the
clerk of the court or the court administrator to randomly
select a list of persons qualified to serve as jurors.

(3)

Lists persons disqualified or excused from jury service, and
removes certai� exemptions.

(4) Repe�ls sections providing for jury commissions.
(5)
(6)

Provides for postponement of jury service for a period not to
exceed 6 months.

Increases penalty of jurors who are summoned and fail to attend
court.

(7) Provides procedure for clerks to estimate amount for pay of
jurors and witnesses on a quarterly basis and forward such
estimates to the Comptroller.
(8)
(9)

(10)

Clarifies those witnesses which are to be compensated with state
funds.

Sets forth procedure for requisitioning additional funds from
the Comptroller if the compensation of jurors and witnesses
during a quarterly period exceeds the amount estimated by the
Clerk.

Provides for the Clerk of Court to randomly select a jury venire
under the supervision of a judge of any court of record.
continued .••••
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Bill :,o. PCB #1

i 1.

ECOi@',IC JMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
As additional data is collected in the pilot program counties, the
savings to the prospective jurors and jurors will be evident by the
more efficient use of their time.
Employers, in some counties, will be pleased that an employee will
most likely·know the first day he attends court whether or not he
will be selected on ·that day to serve on a jury or be released for
the rema�nder of the week. This will be particularly true in
counties adopting multiple voir dire.

B.

Government:
Because of increased efficiency in jury management systems, local
and state governments should experience a noticeable reduction in
expenses. Costs for juror compensation should be reduced through
proper use of jurors' time.

lI I.
IV.

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

None.
None.

Sections relating to jury commissions have been repealed as the
duties performed by the commissions are generally duplicated when
a prospective juror is summoned. Only a few counties have jury
commissions. The commissioners are appointed by the Governor.
There were a number of recommendations advocating the abolishment
of jury commissions.
Sections 40.03, 40.04 and 40.05, repealed - relevant portions
combined with section 40.02.
40.06, repealed - combined with 40.02.-��

J��

40.061, repealed - combined with 40.02.
40.08 - combined with 40.07.
40.09, 40.10, 40.11, 40.13, repealed - all related to jury
commissions.
40.101, repealed - relating to questionnaires--declared unconsti
tutional. The Supreme Court objected to lack of guidelines or
standards to follow in framing the questionnaire. The Court has
developed a questionnaire which limits the information requested
to that which is necessary to determine a person's ability to
serve as a juror. Approximately 27 counties use some form of
questionnaire.
40.20, repealed - provided for in 40.02.
40.22, repealed - duties of sheriff now performed by clerk or
court administrator.
40.25, repealed - archaic.
40.27, repealed - now in s. 40.23--penalty increased.
40.28, repealed - archaic.
40.36, repealed - similar to new 40.225.
40-.371, repealed - almost identical to new 40.225.
40.39, repealed - sheriff no longer has responsibility--now lies
with clerk or court administrator.
40.40, repealed -r jurors selected in same manner.
40.42, repealed - provided for in 40.23.
40.43, repealed - provided for in 40.02.
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Chapter 40 relating to juries contains a numrr�r or o�solete provisions
which few, if any, counties still follow as well as a number of
requirements which, while costly, are felt by some to be of questionable
_ value.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

This bill represents a comprehensive revision of Chapter 40 to reflect
current practices relating to the jury system as well as the means
for local courts to utilize various cost efficient procedures which·
have been identified in different jury systems throughout the country.
In addition, some provisions have been eliminated because it was felt
they were either redundant or-could be better handled by order of the.
local court.
-

.

Section 1. Removes all juror qualifications except for age and being
a registered elector. Elimrnates all automatic class exemptions
except for crime and interest in the issue (See Section 4 for
discretionary excusals in individual cases). Deletes provisions
requiring a female bailiff and separate lodging and rest room facilities
for female jurors.

Section 2. Permits the chief judge rather than the Board of County
Commissioners to create jury districts.
Section 3. Reflects current practices in the selection, maintenance,
and security of jury lists and transfers responsibility for these
duties from the Board of County Commissioners and the sheriff to the
chief judge and clerk of the court. Eliminates jury commissions.
Section 4. Permits discretionary excusals of individual jurors in
cases of hardship, extreme inconvenience, public necessity, and
prior jury service within the past 3 years (See Section 1 on
elimination of most automatic class exemptions). Permits
discretionary postponement of jury service up to 6 months.
Section 5. Reflects current practices in drawing the jury venire
and eliminates requirements for the personal presence of the judge
and the sheriff.
Section 6.

Technical amendments.

Jection 7. Transfers responsibility for summoning jurors from the
sheriff to the clerk of the court or court administrator.
Section 8.

Technical amendments.

Section 9.

Technical amendments.

Section 10. Raises maximum fine from $20 to $100 £or failure to
attend jury service.
Section 11. Makes threats of dismissal from employment for attending
jury service subject to contempt of the court.
Section 12. Changes payment by state to local governments for
payment of jurors and witnesses from an annual payment to quarterly.
Sections 13-18. Reflects current practices of Treasurer and
Comptroller and makes appropriate technical changes to reflect the
provision noted in Section 12.
Section 19.

Technical c�ange.

Section 20.

Makes qualification for grand juror same as petit juror.

Section 21. Repeals certain sections, the effects of which have
been incorporated in the discussion of the previous sections .
II.

.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact
This bill should result in
governments. However, the
most of the cost-effective
the local court due to the
each judicial circuit.

[II.

cost savings to both the state and local
amount is difficult to ascertain since
changes in the bill are optional with
wide variety of conditions and needs in

Comments
This bill results largely from the findings of the Jury Management
Study which was funded during the last legislative session in an
attempt to identify ways to reduce the costs of the jury system in
the state.
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JURY PROCEDURES STUDY
INTERIM REPORT

6

Summary

The Florida Legislature in the 1978 General Appropriations
Act allocated general revenue funds for the conduct of a jury
procedures study. This summary and the full report is a
description of the activities of the study to date and its
direction during the remaining portion of the fiscal year.
The information provided is considered to be an interim
evaluation of the project and should be reviewed with this
understanding. The nature of the management techniques which
have been instituted are such that a complete evaluation requires
data over a longer period of time than has transpired since the
study's mandate.
The Study
The jury procedures study is an exercise in applied research.
Methods and procedures which were developed nationally are being
applied .to selected Florida courts to assess and modify their
jury system performance. The fundamental project methodology
is to:
• Gather data· on past and current jury system
practices in selected Florida courts
• Analyze that data and identify successes and
problem areas requiring attenti_on
• Identify and implement means of reducing
problems
• Monitor and analyze modified jury systems
• Distribute the results of the analysis to the
remainder of the Florida courts
The. project is jointly administered by the Office of the
State Courts Administrator and jury management and administrative
personnel in eight counties throughout the state. Assistance
and input is being provided by the staffs of the Senate Judiciary
Civil Committee and the House Judiciary Committee.

Funds that were appropriate� for the proj�ct are pre
dominately being used to fund the numerous jury system changes
and improvements being tested in the local courts; to support
three staff pe�sons in the Office of the State Courts Adminis
trator, one of which is located at the Broward County Jury
Assembly Room: and, to carry out intensive liaison activities
with th� participant counties.
Participation in the project was on a voluntary basis.
Invitations to·participate were dis�ibuted by the Supreme
Court to approximately 16 counties. The counties represented
the·major variat�ons in jury system organization, structure and.
caseload ·identified in the descriptive surv�y previously conducted
by the Office of the State·courts Administrator. Eight counties
which expressed interest in the project were chosen by the cpurt
to participate in the effort:.
Alachua County
Broward County
Escambia County
Hernando County
Lake County
Marion County
Palm Beach County
Volusia County

Initial Systems Operations Assessment

Analysis of the data collected indicated that each of the
participant counties had jury system operating characteristics
w hich were both successful in promoting the objectives of
efficient jury management and which restricted the attainment
of those objectives. These successes and areas requiring
attention are summarized below •
. INITIAL SYSTEM
ASSESSHE:N'l'
. OPERATIONS
.

SepteJN>er - October, 1978

Objective
Maximize responsiveness
to court neec!s
Maximize citizen ·.partici
pation in jury service

Mini111b.e coat of ju.iy ·
service to community

Mini.Jdze burc!en on
. the c:it.izen

Existina Successes

Areas Jteguiring Attention

•Adequate nwnber of randolllly
selected, qualified juror•
where available in each
court
· •"-11 court• have 9oocl juror
attitude•
.. ,
. •All 't:'Ourts treat juror•
.. well
•First cl�•• 111ai1 to se.na
swnrnona
•Sharing jurors between
· ·
syste11111
· •Use of compu�e=• for jury
activitie•
•Ose of 111ultiple voir dire
-one •tep swnmoning
•Liberal di•m1•••1 policy
•Short term of service

•Lack of infonnation to jurors
•Lack of juror amenities anc!
facilities
•Decentralized court facilitle•
-OVercal1 of jurors t.o courthouse
•Exce�sive p�el size•
.
•Last IIJ.nute •ettlelll"'..nta,
pleas and continuance•

Recommendations
The following recommendations for jury system changes
-�ere made to the participant counties based upon the
previously cited successes and restrictions in attainment of
jury system efficiency,. and in conjunction
with accepted jury
·
utili�a�ion efficiency 'theory.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce.the·nurnl;)er swnmoned for jury service ·
Reduce panel :sizes
Use multiple voir dire where appropriate
Use telephone call�in devices, or
code-a-phones
Consolidate jury systems
Establish jury districts
Expand available computers into jury system
management
Use one step summoning
Use•first·class mail for summons
distribution
Provide juror information sheets and
orientation
Improve juror facilities and amenities
.

.

Various combina_tions of these recommendations were
sub�itted to each county which then reviewed and se·lected those
recommendations which it felt were feasible for implementation.
Those recommendations which were selected are shown in Table 5.

·Preliminary Findings on System Changes

The efficiency of the· jury systems studied has fluctuated since the initiation of data gathering in September.
Table 6 is a summary of selected utilization efficiency
indicators for ·.the eight partic'ipant counties between
�eptember and January.
The'data shows some reduction in the indicators between
the months of September and October which means that some
savings in juror dollars were realized during that period of
time. This is attributed to the counties becoming familiar
with the data gathering .instruments and the "Hawthorne
Effect" where the participant tends to promote efficiency·
simply because of his involvement in the study, as opposed
to being a result of the implementation of selected changes.

. TABLE S
RECOMMENDED CHANGES SELECTED FOR IMPLEMENTATION
County

Recommended Changes

Alachua

- Multiple voir dire
- Redesigned excuse policy
Considering computerized swnmons

..

Broward

Juror postponement procedures
Code-a-phone
Standardized orientation

Escambia

Amenities for jurors
- Computerized selection/summoning under
consideration

Hernando

Information sheet for jurors
Code-a-phone
Reduction of jurors summoned
-· Redesigned excuse policy
- Juror postponement procedures
- Computerized summons
Multiple voir dire under consideration

Lake
Marion

Information sheet for jurors
Code-a-phope
Multiple voir dire under consideration
Code-a-phone
Information sheet for jurors
Unified jury sy�tem
Redesigned excuse 'policy:
Juror· postponement procedures- ·
Computer selection of master list
Computer generation of veriire ·
- Computerized swnmo�s
- First class mail for county summon� distribution
One-step
summoning
,
.. .

�
-

Palm Beach

- First class mail for summons distribution

Volusia

- Juror information sheet· under cons·ideration

Work on implementation ·of th� system.modifications
which were selected by· the counties began in early December.
To date the foliowing changes.have ta�en place:
• Alachua County has begun reducing panel sizes
• Multiple voir dire has been instituted in
the traff�c, misdemeanor and felony portions:
of circuit and county courts in Alachua County
• Code-a-Phones we·re installed· in Broward,
Hernando, Lake and Marion Counties
• Marion Countr has consolidated their jury·
system operations ·
·.
• Marion County is using one-step summoning
• Marion County-is using first class mail for
summoning; Palm Beach County tried first class
mail for one month. ·
• Hernando, Lake and Marion Counties.are
distributing a juror information sheet with
each summons (see Appendix C).

As a result of the recent date of implementation of
many of the changes to the various jury systems in the
study, quantitative data as shown in Table 6 on the impact.
of th�se methods and procedures is generally not available.

�-- . The

exceptions to this unavailability �f data' are in: .
the cases of Alachua, Broward, Hernando, Lake and Marion Counties.
1\..·. total of $4,990.00 in juror per diem costs was saved in these
countie� d�ri�g December and January.
�eginning in December the criminal portions of the Alachua
Court began using the multiple voir dire procedure. As pre
viously indicated, this-procedure involves scheduling all voir
dires on the first trial day, calling a sufficient nt:mber of
jurors to meet the· voir dire requirement, selecting all of the
week's jurors on that day·, dismissing the remaining jurors,
and requiring those persons selected to juries to report on.the
trial date. This relieves the court of having a large number·
of potential jurors available for trial needs throughout the
we�k
. ·rn December two judg�s used multiple yoir dire to select
juries. .Judge Chester B. Chance had 49 jurors available to his
county court and sele9ted seven (7) juries from ..those individu�ls.
Judge Emory J. Cross had 48 p�rsons available and selectea four
The net effect of these practices was to reduce the
number of people brought in per trial (PBI) in Alachua from
28.5 ·pe�·trial in November to 17.3 per trial in December.
This is particularly significant when it is realized that for
each· point the PBI is __ :reduced, $10. 00 per trial is· saved.

.

.

SELECTED JURY SYSTEM EFFICIENCY INDICATORS
SEPTEMBER TO JANUARY 1978
I

/4achua ;:reward

People· Drought
.In/Trial
Sept.

.

Oct.

..

Nov.
Dec.
Needed/Panel·

26
18
16

Nov.

.7

Dec.

Juror Per Diem
Cost/Trial
Sept.
Oct •

.

. Dec •

Juror Days
Paid
Avg. Jan.-Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Dec.

20�5
-36.8

21.6
31.8

21,. 3;
29.3

.

8

..

10
9

558

13
-.

JJ6
331
233

671
.670
471
430
372

230

299

387
356
293

3033
2270
2130
2883

1931

l,09

.

-

7
10
8

13

12

339
412

51.0
36.0

-

26.S

41.2

..

30.0

27. 7

.

Nov-;.

.

.

'

�

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

.

29.7
28.S

17.3

Number Not

.

47.8

Escambia lernando I . Lake • /Marion

17.5

36.2

.

30

,.

29S
380

44.0
. 24.0
23.5
26.2·

.

9

20

10
·13

510

560
175
636

.

13
13
17

/ Pal;.
Beach !volU�ia

26.9
23.4
21.0

.

--

2,5.0

.

. 36.1

14

--

/133
369

.
401
-

10
10

.

16 •.

9

14

492
318

--

400
360

310
477

.
848

552
818
712
741

94
38

S9
-

172
51

162
35

318

370
197
287
217
191

1875
1603
1033
2372
1264

.

.

1096
762

.

-

--

.

Alachua County reduced their per diem cost per trial by over
$100.00 be tween November and oe·cember. This suggests a con
siderable overall savings. For instance, in December, 16 trials
. took place in the Alachua courts producing a total juror per
giem savings of $1,600.00.
Another notable event that occurred in reducing juror
costs was the use of code-a-phones in Broward, Hernando, Lake
and Marion Co unties. In late December and early January, these
jury systems began using their newly installed code-a-phones
to allo� jurors to call in to determine if it was necessary
to report to duty�
The code-a-phones·are·primarily aimed at reducing the
impact of last minute settlements, pleas and continuances on
juror utilization efficiency. The code-a-phones are telephone
answering devices which allow jury clerks to record juror
instruct ions· for the next day. Jurors are required to call in
each evening to ascertain if they are to report including prior
to the initial-reporting date. If a trial is cancelled, the
juror is told not to report and to continue to call in to see
if and when he sho uld report.
A device of this na ture costs in the vicinity of $500.00
per year, depending· upon the specific requirements of the
jurisdiction (i.e., if additional telephone lines must be
installed or the machine is purchased versus rented, etc.).
By using the code-a-phones the fo llowing savings were
realized:
No. of Jurors
Told Not To Report

Juror Per Diem
Savings

C ounty

Date

Broward

12/22
12/27
12/29

20
13
29

$

200.00
130.00
290.00

1/12
1/26

17
25

$

170.00
250.00

1/8

39
49
27

$

390.00
490.00
270.00

59
40

$

590.00
400.00

21

$. 210. 00

339
=

$3,390.00

Hernando

1/22

1/25
Lake

1/15
1/23

Marion

1/23
TOTAL

,

The previous data indicates that by using code-a-phones
eleven occasions, the participant courts saved $3,390.00
in juror per diem costs •.
on only

Direction of the Study Durin�
the Remainder of the Study Term'
The adopted study design anticipates the project to continue
to the end of the fiscal year. Data will continue to be collected
in each county during this period. As a result of the on-going
analysis and discussion of these analyses at the January meeting
of the study participants, the thrust of the study will be toward
assisting the work in reducing panel sizes and the �umber of
persons summonsed. A final report will be drafted at the con
clusion of the data gathering effort which will include analysi�
over the entire study period. Based on this analysis, a final
workshop will be conducted where participants and staff will be
asKed to transfer those .lessons learned to other jurisdictions
so they may be able to improve their juror usage and efficiency.

